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FOCUS AND DISCOURSE IN UMA 

Michael Martens 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In their paper 'Transitivity in grammar and discourse', Hopper and Thompson 
(1980) postulate that transitivity is not a dichotomy (transitive or intransi
tive), but a continuum. Transitivity in traditional terms is the carrying over 
or transfer of action from one participant to another. Several features of the 
clause control how effectively this transfer is accomplished. Hopper and 
Thompson broaden the term transitivity and specify ten features that correlate 
with degree of transitivity (high vs. low). These features are: 1 

(1) HIGH LOW 
1. PARTICIPANTS 2 or more 1 participant 
2. KINESIS action non-action 
3. ASPECT telic/perfective atelic/non-perfective 
4. PUNCTUALITY punctual non-punctual 
5. VOLITIONALITY volitional non-volitional 
6. AFFIRMATION affirmation negative 
7. MODE realis irrealis 
8. AGENCY A high in potency A low in potency 
9. AFFECTEDNESS OF 0 o totally affected o not affected 

10. INDIVIDUATION OF 0 o highly individuated 0 non-individuated 

Simply stated, Hopper and Thompson's 'transitivity hypothesis' states that high 
transitivity features tend to co-occur, as do those of low transitivity. For 
instance, negative clauses and clauses with indefinite O's (features low in 
transitivity) are both marked as less transitive in many languages. Clause 
types that encode one of the high transitivity features (e.g. definite object) 
often encode other high transitivity features as well (e.g. perfective aspect). 

The second main point of Hopper and Thompson's (1980) paper is that the same 
features that correlate with high transitivity also correlate with foregrounding 
(i.e. event line) in narrative discourse. They note that in Tagalog, clauses 
with OBJECT FOCUS verbs (more transitive by their criteria), tend to convey 
FOREGROUNDED EVENTS. Conversely, transitive verbs in the BACKGROUND are seldom 
OBJECT FOCUS (p.289). 

Uma 2 has a simple two-way focus system: OBJECT FOCUS (O-FOC) and ACTOR FOCUS 
(A-FOC). This paper will describe the transitivity features employed in these 
two focus forms, and show how the focus system functions in Uma narrative dis
course. To accomplish this, attention must first be paid to matters of pronom
inal reference and verb morphology. I turn now to these basic facts of Uma 
structure. 
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2. VERB MORPHOLOGY 
2.1 Pronominal affixation 

Uma has two sets of pronominal affixes that occur on verbs. The first is the 
ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIXES, which mark the SUBJECT of a TRANSITIVE verb. The 
forms are shown below. 

(2) SG. PL. 
1st ku- ta- (incl.) 

ki-(excl.) 
2nd nu- ni-
3rd na- ra-

These prefixes are exemplified below with the verb weba' hit . 

(3) ku-weba' I hit (someone) ta-weba' We (incl.) hit (someone) 
ki-weba' We (excl.) hit (someone) 

nu-weba' You hit (someone) ni-weba' You (pl.) hit (someone) 
na-weba ' He hit (someone) ra-weba' They hit (someone) 

The second set of pronominal affixes is the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS. These 
enclitics are used to mark the SUBJECT of an INTRANSITIVE verb. The forms are: 

(4) SG. PL. 
1st -a -ta(incl.) 

-ka i (excl.) 
2nd -ko -koi 
3rd - i -ra 

The ABSOLUTIVE enclitics are illustrated with the intransitive verb modungka to 
faU doum. 

(5) modungka-a I fall doum 

modungka-ko You fall doum 
modungka-i He falls down 

modungka-ta We(incl.) fall doum 
modungka-kai We (excl.) fall doum 
modungka-koi You (pl.) fall doum 
modungka-ra They fall doum 

Another use of the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS, as expected, is to mark the 
OBJECT of a TRANSITIVE verb. The forms are identical to those used for the 
subject of an intransitive verb, as shown below, again with the verb weba' to 
hit. 

(6) na-weba'-a He hits me 

na-weba'-ko He hits you 
na-weba'-i He hits him 

na-weba'-ta He hits us(incl.) 
na-weba'-kai He hits us (excl.) 
na-weba'-koi He hits you (pl.) 
na-weba'-ra He hits them 

As reflected in the pronominal facts above, Uma is to some extent an ERGATIVE 
language. The situ ation may be demonstrated as follows: 



(7) 

ACTOR--
ku-
nu-
etc. 

0-----, VERB. ---SUBJECT I 
l.ntr I -a I 

I 

VERB 
tran 

-ko I 
I I 
I etc. I 

I __ -OBJECT 
I 
I 
I 

-a 
-ko 

I etc. I 
.....- ______ 1 
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The subject of the intransitive verb and the object of the transitive verb are 
classed together via the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS (-a, -ko, etc.). The sub
ject of the transitive verb, on the other hand, is marked as distinct through 
the ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIXES (ku-, nu-, etc.). 

It should be noted in passing that the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS are not true 
suffixes, but, as their name indicates, enclitics. This is evident, first of 
all, in the fact that they do not alter the stress of the root word to which 
they are attached, as true suffixes do in Uma. Second, they are not attached 
exclusively to the verb proper, but can occur attached to conjunctions or nega
tives before the verb, or to adverbials or nominals after the verb, as the sample 
sentences below illustrate (enclitics IN CAPS) . 

(8) hi lou mpu ' u- i 
go really-HE 
HE really went. 

(9) m-pal i I poturua-ku wo'o-a 
AF-search bed- my also-I 
I'm hunting for a bed too. 

(10) pai'-ra me-tibo'-mi kiu 
and-THEY VBLSR-scram-PERF ghost 
and the ghosts scrammed. 

In (8) and (9) the enclitic subject of the clause (-i and -a respectively) is 
not attached to the verb word, but is at the very end of the clause after the 
adverbial (mpu'u really and wo'o also). In (10) the enclitic -ra they is before 
the verb, attached to the conjunction pai I and. 

2.2 Structure of the verb 

The pronominal facts discussed so far may be placed next in the larger setting 
of the relevant verb morphology, as summarised below: 
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(11) 
ERGATIVE ABSOLUTIVE 
PERSON VERBAL- TRANSI- PERSON 
PREFIX ISER TIVISER STEM ENCLITIC 

1. INTR ~ mo- ~ INTR to mark subject 
(or ~) STEM 

2. TRANS ~ N- (po-) TRANS to mark object 
(A-FOC) STEM (normally) 

3. TRANS ku- ~ ~ TRANS to mark object 
(O-FOC) nu- STEM 

etc. 

The intransitive verb, Row 1, cannot take an ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX (i.e. ~). 
The typical intransitive verb begins with the verbaliser (VBLSR) mo-. 3 A few 
common intransitive verbs, however, have no prefixation at all. Finally, the 
subject of the intransitive verb as detailed at the outset of the paper, is 
indicated by an ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITIC. The following sentences are illus
trative. 

(12) lako' rata-kai wengi. 
just arrive-we (excl.) yesterday 
We just arrived yesterday. 

(13) mo-kore-i-di 
VBLSR-stand-he-ASSERT 
He's actually standing! 

(12) is an example of an intransitive verb with no prefixation (rata arrive) , 
and (13) has the prefix mo- (mo-kore to stand). In both examples the subject 
is marked by an ABSOLUTlVE PERSON ENCLITIC after the verb (-kai and -i respec
tively) • 

Transitive verbs in Uma are either ACTOR FOCUS (A-FOC) or OBJECT FOCUS (O-FOC). 
In Row 2 of (11), the ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX is obligatorily ABSENT from an 
A-FOC verb form. A-FOC verbs ALWAYS begin with the prefix N-, which, while 
corresponding to the mo- verbaliser prefix for intransitive verbs, may safely 
be labelled an A-FOC marker, and thus is glossed as AF in examples. The N
prefix occurs only and always on A-FOC verbs. The usual morphophonemic variant 
of N- is m-, since it so commonly occurs before the po- transitivising prefix or 
before one of the several derivational prefixes in Uma, most of which begin with 
p. 

Most A-FOe verb forms have a po- transitivising prefix, though for certain verbs 
and in certain circumstances it may be deleted. The most common form for a verb 
in A-FOC is the form m-po-STEM, for example: 

(14) m-po-keni, from the stem keni carry 
m-po-weba', from the stem weba' hit 
m-po-hilo, from the stem hilo see 

In Row 3 of 
PREFIX, and 
prefix po-. 

(11) above, an O-Foe verb form obligatorily takes an ERGATIVE PERSON 
obligatorily DELETES both the A-Foe prefix N- and the transitivising 

Compare the corresponding A-Foe and O-FOC verb forms below: 



(15) A-FOC 
a. m-po-keni carry 
b. m-po-weba ' hit 
c. ng-koni I eat 
d. m-patehi kill 
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O-FOC 
na-keni he carried (it) 
na-weba ' he hit (it) 
na-koni I he ate (it) 
na-patehi he killed (it) 

cf. the A-FOC forms in the 1efthand column, (15a) and (b) have the prefixation 
m-po-, and (15c) and (d) have the prefixation N- (i.e. minus the po-). The 
O-FOC forms in the righthand column, however, have none of these prefixes, but 
instead have the na- 3sg. ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX marking the Actor. 

In O-FOC, the postposed ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS encode the object of the 
verb, as the following sentences illustrate (enclitics IN CAPS) : 

(16) ku-patehi-i 
I(OF)-kill-HIM 
I killed HIM. 

(17) doko ' na-koni I-a 
want he(OF)-eat-ME 
He wants to eat ME. 

2.3 O-FOe as a more highly transitive construction 

As was noted earlier, Uma is morphologically ERGATIVE in regard to pronominal 
affixation on the verb. What must be noted, however, is that only in the O-FOC 
form is the transitive subject marked by the ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX. For the 
A-FOC form, no ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX occurs; the subject is not marked in the 
verb, but rather is indicated either by an independent NP or is implicit from 
the context. The following two sentences - a 'minimal pair' in terms of focus 
- illustrate this nicely: 

(18) Ntinapu m-po-wangu tomi-na hi Bulu ' . 
Ntinapu AF-T-build house-his at Bulu' 
Ntinapu built his house at Bulu'. 

(19) na-wangu (Ntinapu) tomi-na hi Bulu ' . 
he(OF)-build (Ntinapu) house-his at Bulu' 
Ntinapu built his house at Bulu'. 

In (18) the A-FOC form m-po-wangu build occurs. By definition, the Actor is 
not marked in this verb, but is indicated by the noun Ntinapu (the name of a 
folk hero). In (19), however, na-wangu he built, is O-FOC, and the Actor is 
marked in the verb by the prefix na-, a 3sg. ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX. This na
is obligatory, but the Actor can be further marked by an optional NP immediately 
after the verb, as indicated in (19) by the parenthetically marked (Ntinapu). 

All of this accords with Hopper and Thompson's (1980) transitivity theory, 
according to which: 

1. Constructions that mark transitive subjects as ERGATIVE are 
higher in TRANSITIVITY than those that do not (p.268); and 

2. In languages with focus, the O-FOC forms are higher in 
TRANSITIVITY than A-FOC forms (pp.292-294). 
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Since the Uma O-FOC verb form is also ERGATIVE, it doubly qualifies as a HIGH 
TRANSITIVITY construction. The transitivity hypothesis predicts that O-FOC will 
encode certain other positive transitivity features, too. This is indeed what 
happens in Uma, as I will describe throughout the next section of the paper. 

3. FOCUS AND DISCOURSE 
In the previous section I have dealt with the basic morphological facts about 
Uma focus. Although we can learn much about how focus works by comparing vari
ous clauses and sentences, yet such a 'clause-level' approach can only yield 
insights that are symptomatic of the larger patterns of DISCOURSE, in terms of 
which a full discussion of FOCUS must be given. I outline this next. 

3. 1 NEW and OLD information 
The communication process involves a fundamental task of continuous monitoring 
by the speaker of the knowledge that is (or is believed to be) shared between 
him and his hearer(s). Thus OLD (shared) INFORMATION must be linguistically 
distinguished from NEW INFORMATION. For NARRATIVE DISCOURSE, the 'grand design' 
for introduction of NEW INFORMATION while maintaining memory of OLD INFORMATION 
may be diagrammed as follows: 

(20) STAGES NEW INFORMATION FOCUS 

1. Existential S --- V Intransitive, Stative 
+ 

OLD NEW NEW 
2. Initial S V (0) Intransitive, A-FOC Transitive 

Action + 
OLD NEW OLD 

3. Developmental S V 0 O-FOC Transitive 
Action 

The scenario sketched above conveys a normal sequence in which the speaker in 
Stage 1 tells the hearer what exists . This regularly involves some kind of non
action verb associated with a referent. Typically an intransitive or stative 
construction is expected (e.g. 'There was a man'). In Stage 2, since the refer
ent is now known, it becomes OLD INFORMATION, while other sentence material is 
typically NEW INFORMATION. This stage, in which the initial action of the nar
rative begins, may be implemented with another more active but intransitive 
sentence, or with a transitive one. If the latter, and if a FOCUS SYSTEM is 
involved, one expects ACTOR FOCUS. 

Finally, in Stage 3, the Developmental stage, a fully transitive action is under 
way and the narrative begins to develop. At this point the subject is still OLD 
INFORMATION and the object becomes OLD INFORMATION, with only the verb retaining 
the NEW INFORMATION bearing function that moves the narrative forward. From a 
focus perspective, the OBJECT FOCUS is expected. This narrative process may be 
illustrated by the following discourse fragment from Uma. 



(21) STAGE 
1 

a. ria ana' rodua, paka' tomane 
i s child two all male 
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There were two children~ both boys 

STAGE 
2 

b. hilou-ra-mo hi Bulu'kuku, 
go-theY-PERF to Bulu'kuku 
They went to Bulu'kuku~ 

c. turu hi rehe'e-ra-mo 
s leep at there-they-PERF 
They slept ther e. 

d. m-po-epe-ra danci lowi to moni. 
AF-T-hear-they bird l owi REL sound 
they heared a l owi bird maki ng noise. 

STAGE e. 
3 

ra-pali' ..• ra-hilo ncarake hi ra'a 
they(OF)-search they (OF)-see perch on branch 
They searched (for it) ... they saw (it) perched on a branch. 

Stage 1, the Existential Stage of this discourse fragment is seen in (21a) with 
the existential statement ria ana' rodua there wer e two chi ldren . This intro
duces the first participants. Next, the Initial Action, Stage 2 in (21b) and 
(c) begins to create the setting of the narrative with the intransitive verbs 
hilou ... turu went ... s lept. In (21d) , also part of Stage 2, a transitive 
A-FOC verb m-po-'epe hear, introduces a new participant (danci lowi a lowi bird ). 
At this point, finally, the action of the discourse reaches the Developmental 
stage, Stage 3, in which both the Actor and the Object are OLD INFORMATION, and 
subsequent verbs are O-FOC (ra-pal i' ... ra-hilo t hey sear ched ... they saw). 

The verb form of (21d) is worthy of special comment. Since the form m-po-'epe 
hear is A-FOC, it does not have an ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX to mark the Actor . 
Surprisingly, however, the Actor is marked on the verb by an ABSOLUTIVE PERSON 
ENCLITIC: m-po- 'epe-ra THEY heard . This enclitic -ra is NOT marking the Object, 
as one normally expects on a transitive verb, but the Actor. This is - an ANTI
PASSIVE construction, to use ergative terminology, in which the transitive sub
ject has been 'demoted' from the ERGATIVE form and position (prefix) and is 
encoded as an ABSOLUTIVE (enclitic). Another example of this is (22). 

(22) m-po-hilo-i romeha' sakaea 
AF-T-see-he two boat 
He saw two boats. 

The verb form in (22) is also ANTIPASSIVE. It is A-FOC, and the Actor is marked 
by the enclitic -i. The primary function of this seldom-occurring construction 
in Uma is in Stage 2 of (20), i.e. to INTRODUCE another participant or prop into 
the setting of the narrative. 

In Uma narrative discourse, then, NEW INFORMATION is typically introduced via 
verb forms that are non-O-FOC (Le. intransitive or A-FOC). Once the NEvI 
INFORMATION becomes OLD, the story is then developed via O-FOC verb forms. Nor 
is this pattern true only at the beginning of a narrative. Even after Stage 3 
is reached, a switch back to Stage 2 may be triggered by the entrance of a new 
element into the scene, as the following excerpt illustrates. 

(23)a. na-rata akala-na, 
he (oF)-obtain plan-hi s 
He arr ived at hi s plan: 
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b. lou-mi 
gO-PERF 
he went 

ng-a I a' wua' lode' to taha' ... 
AF-gather fruit lode' REL ripe 
and gathered some ripe lode' fruit ... 

c. na-puna' hi rala nganga-na 
he (OF)-put inside mouth-his 
he put (it) into his mouth~ 

d. na-liomi 
he (oF)-chew 
and he chewed (it). 

We pick up this narrative already in stage 3 with the O-FOC verb in (23a) , na
rata he obtained/arrived at. In (23b) , however, a NEW element enters the scene, 
wua' lode' lode' fruit. This NEW Object triggers a switch back to Stage 2, and 
the verb form in (23b) is appropriately A-FOe, ng-ala' gather. After the lode' 
fruit is introduced and becomes OLD INFORMATION, the discourse reverts once more 
to Stage 3 in (23c) and (d), in which the verbs are once again O-FOC (na-puna' 
... na-l iomi he put ... he chewed). 

In the examples so far, a noun becomes OLD INFORMATION only after explicit pre
vious mention. Previous mention, however, is not the only factor that distin
guishes NEW and OLD. Sometimes O-FOC verbs occur even though the 0 has never 
been mentioned before. This is because the 0 is PRESUPPOSED by the CULTURAL 
CONTEXT, and is therefore considered OLD information by the speaker and hearer(s) 
who share this cultural context. The following sentences illustrate the pattern. 

(24) rala-na hangkani, lou wo'o-i-mi mo-peka. na-'ala'-mi 
in-its one. time go also-he-PERF vBLsR-fishing he (oF)-take-PERF 

doa peka-na ... 
fishing pole-his 
One time he went fishing. He took his fishing pole ... 

(25) ria hadua kabilasa m-po-babehi wuhu'-na. 
is one youth AF-T-make pond-his 

wanga. 
bark 

na-babehi tumola-na ngkai 
he(OF)-make tunnel-its from 

There was a young man who made a pond. He made its drainage tunnels from 
wanga bark. 

(26) na-'ona'-mi witi '-na turu 
he(OF)-stretch-PERF legs-his lie 
He stretched out his legs while lying there. 

In examples (24) and (25), O-FOC verb forms are used, not because of previous 
mention, but because the Os are PRESUPPOSED within the culturally defined 
'script' · of the situation in the story. If one goes mo-peka fishing, there 
must be a doa peka fishing pole. If one makes a wuhu' pond, there are assumed 
to be tumola-na its drainage tunnels. In (26), the man's legs are not previ
ously mentioned, but can be safely assumed to be present and involved, since the 
verb root ona' to stretch usually implies an arm or leg in such contexts. 
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3.2 Definiteness vs. indefiniteness 

Clo sely related to the matter of OLD and NEW INFORMATION is the matter of 
DEFINITENESS. Definite nouns are typically those that have been previously 
mentioned or otherwise presupposed. 

One of the high transitivity features listed by Hopper and Thompson (1980) is 
INDIVIDUATION OF O. Definite Os tend to be more totally affected by the action 
of the verb than do inde finite Os. In acco rd with this, it is the Uma O-FOC 
verb form, being the highly transitive c o nstruction, that is t ypically used to 
encode DEFINITE Os; while INDEFINITE Os co-occur with A-FOC forms. 

Often an indefinite 0 is incorporated into the verb in Uma, producing a clause 
type that seems more intransitive than transitive. The verb is A-FOC, and the 
subject is encoded as a postverbal enclitic (the form used for the subject of 
intransitive verbs). The object is incorporated into the verb, between the verb 
word and the enclitic subject marker. For mo s t kinds of verbs, the po- transi
tivising prefix is deleted, a sign of reduced tran~ivity. All this correlates 
with the semantic interpretation of INDEFINITE O. The following sentences 
illustrate O-inco rporatio n. 

(27) ng-koni' loka'-a 
AF-eat banana- I 
I 'm eating bananas . 

(28) napa pa i ' 
what reason 
Why are you 

ng-kol0 kaju-ko 
AF-car ry wood- you 
carr ying wood? 

(29 ) mo-manyu pae-i 
VBLsR-pound r ice- she 
She ' s pounding rice . 

Thus in (27), for example, the indefinite object loka' bananas has been incor
p o rated inside the perso n marker -a I, directly after the verb word koni' eat. 
This reinterpretation o f loka' as part of the verb is reflected in the fact that 
it now receives the verb's main phonological stress: ng-koni' 16ka'-a. Thus the 
clause no l onger has a 'real' direct object, but only an indefinite 'pseudo
object'. This reduced transitivity is further enhanced by the fact that, as 
seen in (27) and (28), the verb is prefixed only with the N- (A-FOC marker), and 
po- (transitiviser) fails to appear. Most verbs are of this form in O-incorpor
ation constructions, and some verbs, f o r example (29), even take an intransitive 
prefix mo-. 

Another way t o encode an INDEFINITE 0 is by the ANTIPASSIVE construction dis
cussed in 3.1 above. Example (22) is repeated here. 

(30) m-po-hilo-i romeha' sakaea 
AF-T-see- he two boat 
He saw two boats . 

The ANTIPASSIVE is simila r to the O-incorporation construction discussed in the 
preceding paragraph, in that the transitive subject is encoded as a postverbal 
clitic (in this case -i he ); but with the ANTIPASSIVE, the 0 is still an inde
pendent clause constituent. The ANTIPASSIVE, you will remember, is primarily 
used to introduce a new participant or prop into a narrative. The form of the 
verb shows characteristic s of reduced transitivity (A-FOC, subject encoded as 
an ABSOLUTIVE ENCLITIC), and this correlates with a semantic interpretation of 
the 0 (romeha' sakaea two boats ) as REFERENTIAL but INDEFINITE. 
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In contrast to the A-FOC examples in (27) through (30), the O-FOC is the pre
ferred verb form when the 0 is DEFINITE, for example: 

(31) na-manyu tobine-na pae toe 
she (OF)-pound wife-his rice that 
His wife pounded the rice. 

(32) Silobo na-jole' wo'o-mi hawo bola'-na 
SiZobo he (oF)-shove aZSO-PERF - Zumber-his 
SiZobo aZso shoved his Zumber (downhiZZ). 

(33) ku-sepa-mo-ko 
I(OF)-kick-PERF-you 
I'H kick you! 

In (31), some particular collection of rice (pae toe that rice) is under dis
cussion. This is in contrast to (29), in which just the activity of 'rice
pounding' is referred to, but not some particular co~ction of rice. In (32) 
and (33) as well, DEFINITE Os are in view (bola'-na his Zumber and -ko you, 
both previously mentioned OLD INFORMATION). All three of these DEFINITE expres
sions take O-FOC verb forms. 

3.3 Correlation of O-FOC and FOREGROUNDING 
In narrative discourse, certain events can be labelled BACKGROUND, i.e. they do 
not advance the story line, but provide detail, commentary, description, etc. 
Other events are FOREGROUND (or main events, or event line), i.e. the main, 
chronological actions that advance the story (cf. Grimes 1971). In Uma, there 
is a correlation between O-FOC verb forms and FOREGROUND, as the following 
diagram helps to illustrate. 

(34) 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

FOREGROUND 

OLD NEW OLD 
S --- V --- 0 

BACKGROUND 

S --- V 
4-

OLD NEW 
S --- V ---

FOCUS 

Intransitive, Stative 

NEW 
(0) Intransitive, A-FOC 

Transitive 

O-FOC Transitive 

Here the same three stages diagrammed in (20) are seen in light of FOREGROUND 
and BACKGROUND. Stage 1 and 2 are typically Background; it is in these stages 
that participants are introduced and the setting unfolds. Stage 3, however, in 
which the participants are OLD INFORMATION and the action begins to develop, is 
typically FOREGROUND. Thus transitive verbs tend to be A-FOC in BACKGROUND, 
and O-FOC in FOREGROUND. 

In reality the situation is far more complex, of course. Foregrounded events 
can also be intransitive sorts of happenings (e.g. going, arriving, sleeping). 
But a statistical count in Uma texts reveals the generalisation that when a 
transitive verb is in Foreground, it is usually O-FOC, as the following excerpt 
illustrates. 
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(35) na-'ala'-i-mi pai' na-puna' rala gonga, na-keni hilou hi 
he (oF)-take-him-PERF and he (OF)-put in gourd he (OF)-carry go to 

Liku Pagoo. ka-rata-na hi Liku Pagoo, na-bahaka-i-mi. 
Liku Pagoo DEP-arrive-his at Liku Pagoo he(oF)-free-him-PERF 
He took it and put (it) in a gourd~ and he carried (it) to Liku Pagoo. 
Upon his arrival at Liku Pagoo~ he freed it. 

This is taken from a narrative about a boy and his pet caterpillar. The parti
cipants have already been introduced, hence the use of only the pronominal 
affixation to identify them: na- he (the boy), and -i it (the caterpillar). 
The action is developing (stage 3). The consistent use of O-FOC verbs is typi
cal for FOREGROUNDED, MAIN EVENTS, thus: na-'ala' he took, na-puna' he put, na
keni he carried, na-bahaka he freed. In this example, only ~ dependent, 
BACKGROUNDED clause, ka-rata-na •.. upon his arrival ... is not O-FOC. Consider 
also the following example (partially the same as (23) earlier). 

(36)a. lou-mi ng-ala' wua' lode' to taha' 
gO-PERF AF-gather fruit lode' REL ripe 
(He) went to gather some ripe lode' fruit ... 

b. na-puna' hi ra I a nganga-na. 
he (OF)-put inside mouth-his 
He put (it) in his mouth. 

c. na-l iomi. 
he (OF) chew 
He chewed (it). 

d. nyau-nyau 
munch-munch 
Munch munch 

moni kebe' m-po-l iomi 
sound goat AF-T-chew 
went the goat~ chewing 

wua' lode'. 
fruit lode' 
the lode' frui t. 

The main participant, kebe' the goat, is the Actor throughout this episode. In 
(36a), the wua' lode' lode' fruit, is introduced using the A-FOC form ng-ala' 
take~ gather. After this, the story develops with the two O-FOC forms in (36b) 
and (c): na-puna' ..• na-liomi he put ... he chewed. The last clause, however, 
(36d), is not a main event, but a BACKGROUNDED descriptive comment, and the verb 
form used, m-po-liomi, is appropriately A-FOC. 

O-FOC forms, then, tend to be FOREGROUND, because the main events of a narrative 
are typically the interaction of one participant with some known or presupposed 
other participant or object. Hopper and Thompson (1980:291) note that FORE
GROUNDED events typically have DEFINITE as. 

Non-O-FOC forms, in contrast to O-FOC, are a way of encoding BACKGROUND inform
ation, as in (36d) above and in the following excerpt. 

(37)a. hangkani loga mo-dao'-mi Sulao'. 
one time VBLSR-stroll-PERF Sulao' 
One time~ the Sulao' went strolling. 

b. n-campei baju-na to bula wuroko'-na, 
AF-put.on shirt-his REL white neck-its 
He put on his shirt with the white neck~ 

c. m-paha'a tampi, 
AF-carry spear 
and shouldering his spear~ 
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d. pai' mo-sigai, 
and VBLSR-turban 
and wearing a turban3 

e. hilou m-po-tara Pune'. 
go AF-T-pass.by Pune' 
he went by where the Pune' lived. 

The FOREGROUNDED event in (37) is mo-dao ' -mi went strolling, in this case an 
intransitive verb with the perfective -mi. In the four subsequent lines (b, 
c, d, and e), the storyteller is giving BACKGROUND, adding details and local 
colour, describing the manner in which the Sulao' went strolling. The verbs 
used are, as a consequence, A-FOC (n-campei put on, m-paha'a carry, m-po-tara 
pass by) or intransitive (mo-sigai wear a turban ). 

3.4 Perfectivity 

So far we have seen that O-FOC forms, being a high transitivity construction, 
encode definite Os and tend to be FOREGROUND in narrative discourse. Another 
transitivity feature that correlates with the A-FOC vs. O-FOC distinction is 
ASPECT. Hopper and Thompson (1980) note that telic and perfective aspect cor
relates with HIGH TRANSITIVITY, and that atelic or non-perfective correlates 
with LOW TRANSITIVITY. In accord with this, the Uma focus forms exhibit the 
following pattern: 

(38) 
FOCUS ASPECT 

O-FOC PERFECTIVE (BOUNDED) 
(High Trans) 

A-FOC NON-PERFECTIVE (UNBOUNDED) 
(Low Trans) 

That is, there is a tendency for O-FOC verbs to occur with a PERFECTIVE inter
pretation. A-FOC verb forms, on the other hand, tend to be NON-PERFECTIVE in 
meaning. Consider the following examples. 

(39)a. mo-manyu pae-i 
VBLsR-pound rice-she 
She is pounding rice . 

b. na-manyu tobine-na pae toe 
she (OF)- pound wife-his rice that 
His wife pounded the rice. 

(40)a. ra-'uli', "Lou m-po-'oli bengka-kai 
they (OF)-saY3 go AF-T-buy buffalo-we (excl.) 
They said3 'We're going buffalo- buying.' 

b. ra-'ol i-mi bahangkuja ma'a, pai '-ra ncul i'. 
they(OF)-buy-PERF several animals and- they return 
They bought several head3 and then they returned. 
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Examples (39a) and (b) are the same as (29) and (31) earlier, used in discussing 
definite vs. indefinite Os. Not only does the O-FOC form in (39b) encode a 
DEFINITE 0, pae toe that rice, but it also encodes a more 'bounded' or well
defined event aspectually than does the non-O-FOC form in (39a). (39b) is the 
form for narrating a past-tense, perfective event. (39a), on the other hand, 
is usually used for a present tense on-going event; it is an appropriate answer 
to the question, 'What is she doing?'. 

Similarly, the event referred to by (40a), m-po-'oli bengka buffalo-buying, is 
aspectually less bounded. The event in (40b), however, ra-'ol i-mi they bought 
(several head), is clearly bounded and perfective. 

One of the few explicit aspect markers in Uma is the -mi PERFECTIVE enclitic 
that appears in (40b) above. In accord with the correlation expectations shown 
in (38) above, -mi PERFECTIVE turns up frequently with O-FOC verb forms (and 
with intransitive verbs), but very seldom with A-FOC verb forms. For example: 

(41)a. *?mo-manyu pae-i-mi 
VBLSR-pound rice-she-PERF 

*?She rice-pounded. 

b. na-manyu-mi tobine-na 
she (OF)-pound-PERF wife-his 
His wife pounded the rice. 

pae toe 
rice that 

The forms in (41) are identical to (39), but with a -mi PERFECTIVE added. The 
-mi PERFECTIVE is incorrect or at least awkward in (41a), because it is incom
patible with the typically non-perfective meaning encoded by this non-O-FOC verb 
form. In (41b), however, the -mi is acceptable. 

4. TEXT AND COMMENTARY 
The narrative text 'Cutting Ata' Leaves' has been chosen as a short, typical 
narrative in Uma. In both the free English translation and the Uma text, FORE
GROUNDED events, i.e. events that are clearly the main events of the narrative, 
are to the left. BACKGROUNDED events are to the right. O-FOC verb forms are 
CAPITALISED. Non-capitalised verbs are either A-FOC or intransitive. 

Of the 22 clauses identified as FOREGROUND in the narrative, 10 contain O-FOC 
verbs. Of the 33 BACKGROUNDED clauses, only three are 0-FOC. 4 Of the three 
O-FOC verbs in the BACKGROUND, two of them (Lines 15 and 18) are in dependent 
clauses and are clearly backgrounded. The third, Line 20, is the result of a 
forefronted, topicalised 0: 'This rattan, we will use it later ..• '. This is 
clearly not a main event, but a simple comment, "collatoral" in Grimes' (1971) 
terms. 

Lines 13 and 14 are unusual cases. In actuality, the two events described there 
are logically central to the story: 'My wife folded ata', and I cleared off a 
place to dry them'. But the storyteller has fore fronted the Actors of both 
clauses, and in the process has used A-FOC verb forms: m-pekawahii clear off is 
A-FOC, and mo-lati' ata' fold ata' leaves is an O-incorporation construction, 
based on the transitive root lati' fold, but with an intransitive prefix, simi
lar to (29). It appears that the storyteller has encoded these, not as main 
events but as BACKGROUND events for stylistic purposes. That is, the deliberate 
mis-matching of syntactic and conceptual prominence becomes art. In this Uma 
is not unique. Alternatively, Lines 13 and 14 can be viewed as specifying the 
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main event verb of Line 12: 'We began to work: specifically, my wife folded . 
ata', and I cleared ..• '. 

Line 36 is a subordinate clause containing the verb m-peruii de thorn. The A-FOC 
marker m- is attached to the derived stern pe-rui-i (the noun root rui thorn with 
the affixes pe- -i, a sort of locative focus stern). In the actual text, this 
verb is A-FOC, perhaps to mark its BACKGROUNDED status. Native Uma speakers 
report, however, that the O-FOC form (the parenthetical na-peruii) could also 
have been used, since the topic of the subsequent clauses (Lines 37 and 38) is 
the ata' leaves. 

In Line 46, the pa- prefix instead of the expected ma- verba1iser (cf. Line 6) 
has created a nomina1ised form of the verb. This is a cornmon device in Uma 
narrative t o mark the denouement or 'wind down' of a story. A freer English 
translation is, 'And so it was about 4:00 when our descent back horne began.' 

'Cutting ata' leaves' (free~~nglish translation) 

1. Earlier this morning, our plan was to go cut ata' leaves at Mehi'. 
2 . at 7:00 am, 

3. we left, 
4. carrying our food, 
5. carrying palm wine slung over our shoulders 
6. descending to Kompu •.. 
7. ascending to Lopo', 
8. and continuing on to Mehi' Mountain. 

9. upon arriving at Mehi Mountain, 
10. we prayed . 

11. After we had prayed, 
12. WE BEGAN to work: 

13. My wife folded ata' leaves, 
14. and I cleared off a place 
15. WE COULD DRY the ata' leaves on. 
16. After I had cleared off a place for the ata', 

17. I DRIED the ata' 
18. that WAS ALREADY FOLDED. 

19. and went to gather rattan. 
20. This rattan WE WILL USE later 
21. to tie up our garden house. 
22. Upon my return from gathering rattan, 

23. WE SAID, 
24. "Let's eat, 
25. because it's already midday!" 

26. WE TOOK our food, 
27. We prayed, 
28. and we ate. 

29. After eating, 
30. I SAID, 

31. "Let's go again 
32. and cut some new ata' leaves." 

33. We went up into the jungle. 
34. I did the cutting, 
35. my wife did the dethorning. 
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36. After dethorning (After SHE HAD DETHORNED it) 
37. then SHE BUNCHED UP (the leaves) 
38. and CARRIED (them) back to our drying spot. 
39. I went back 

40. to cut ata', 
41. and I CARRIED (it) 

42. arriving at our drying place. 
43. WE FOLDED (the leaves) 

44. till it was all done. 

45. When it was about 4:00 this evening, 
46. we descended on our way home, 

47. arriving at Wurumu'. 
48. WE CUT UP our rattan. 

49. The sun was getting low. 
50. We climbed uphill 
51. and got to the top here at our house, 

52. arriving at this spot. 
53. My wife started cooking, 
54. and I went to f~h palm wine. 

55. That's all. 

'Cutting ata' leaves' (Uma text) 
FOREGROUND (MAIN EVENTS) BACKGROUND 

3. me-'ongko'-ma-kai 
VBLSR-leave-PERF-We(excl.) 

l. mepulo ngone, hawa'-kai 
morning early plan-our (excl.) 

n-time ata' hi Mehi' . 
AF-out ata' at Mehi' 

2. tinti pitu-mi 
strike seven-PERF 

hi lou 
go 

4. m-po-'uba' koni '-kai 
AF-T-carry food-our(excl.) 

5. m-po-hariri baru 
AF-T-oarry palm. wine 

6. ma-na'u hi Kompu 
VBLSR-descend to Kompu 

7. ma-nake' hi Lopo' 
VBLSR-ascend to Lopo' 

8. ka I iIi u hi Bu I u' Meh i ' . 
oontinue to Bulu' Mehi' 

lou-kai 
go-we (exc1.) 

9. ka-rata-kai hi Bulu' Mehi' 
DEP-arrive-our(excl.) at Bulu' Mehi' 

10. mo-sampaea-ma-kai. 
VBLsR-pray-PERF-We(excl.) 
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11. oti mo-sampaea-kai 
after VBLsR-pray-we ('excl. ) 

12. ki-tepu'u-mi mo-bago. 
we(excl.) (oF)-begin-PERF VBLSR-work 

17. ku-pu'ai-mi ata' 
I(OF)-dry-PERF ata' 

13. tobine-ku mo-lati' ata' 
wife-my vBLsR-fold ata' 

14. aku' m-pekawahii pontu'ua ata' 
I AF-clear.off place ata' 

15 . ki-pompy'ai. 
we(excl.) (oF)-dry.on 

16. oti-a-ma m-pekawahii pontu'ua ata', 
after-I-PERF AF-clear.off place ata' 

18. to oti ra-lati' 
REL finish 3pl(OF)-fold 

19. pai' hi lou-a ng-ala' ui. 
and gO-I AF-gather rattan 

23. ki-'ul i '-mi 
We(excl.) (OF)-say-PERF 

20. ui tohe'e ki-pake' mpai' 
rattan that we (excl.) (OF)-use later 

21. m-po-kapu' tomi-kai hi bonea. 
AF-T-tie.up house-our(exc1.) in garden 

22. ka-rata-ku ng-ala' ui~ 
DEP-arrive-my AF-gather rattan 

24. ng-koni'-ta-mo, 
AF-eat-we(incl.)-PERF 

25. apa' tebua'-mi eona. 
because tOP-PERF sun 

26. ki-'ala'-mi koni '-kai 
we(excl.) (oF)-take-PERF food-our(excl.) 

27. mo-sampaea-ma-kai 
VBLsR-pray-PERF-we(excl.) 

28. pai' ng-koni'. 
and AF-eat 

30. ku-'ul i'-mi wo'o 
I(OF)-say-PERF also 

29. ot i 
finish 

ng-kon i ' 
AF-eat 

31. hilou-ta-mo wo'o 
go-We(incl.)-PERF also 

32. n-time ata' to bo'u. 
AF-cut ata' REL new 
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33. ma-nake'-ma-kai hilou hi rala ponulu. 
VBLsR-asaend-PERF-we(exc1.) go into jungle 

37. pai' na-lupi-mi 
and she(OF)-bunah-PERF 

34. aku'-mi m-po-time, 
I-PERF AF-T-aut 

35. tobine-ku m-perui i. 
wife-my AF-dethorn 

36.oti m-perul I (oti na-peruii) 
finish AF-dethorn (finish she (oF)-dethorn) 

38. pai' na-paha'a tumai hi pompu'aia-kai. 
and she(OF)-aarry to. here to drying.plaae-our(exc1.) 

39. aku' hi lou ncul ii' 
I go baak 

41. pai' ku-keni 
and I (OF) -aarry 

43. ki-lati '-mi 
we(excl.) (OF)-fold-PERF 

40. n-time ata' 
AF-aut ata' 

42. rata hi pompu'aia-kai 
arrive at drying.plaae-our(exc1.) 

44. duu'-na oti. 
until-its finish 

45. ncimonou'-mi we'i, bo tinti opo'-mi 
evening-PERF earlier about strike four-PERF 

46. pa-na'u-kai-mi ncul ii' tumai 
NOM-desaend-we(exc1.)-PERF return to.here 

47. rata hi Wurumu' 
arrive at Wurumu' 

48. ki-pua'-mi ui-kai. 
we (exc1.) (OF)-aut-PERF rattan-our(exc1.) 

49. dingki '-mi eo 
lOW-PERF sun 

50. ma-nake'-ma-kai 
VBLSR-asaend-PERF-we(exc1.) 

51. tebua'-ma-kai tumai hi tomi-kai 
peaked-PERF-we(exc1.) here at house-our(exc1.) 

53. totina mo-ruhe-mi 
woman vBLSR-aOOk-PERF 

52. rata hi rehe' i. 
arrive at here 

54. pai' aku' hilou mo-hari'-mi. 
and I go vBLsR-get.palm.wine-PERF 

55. rata rei. 
arrive here 

) 
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NOTES 
lChart 1 is adapted from Hopper and Thompson 1980:252. 

2Uma (Pipikoro) is an Austronesian language spoken by about 20,000 people in 
western Central Sulawesi (Kulawi District). The author's research has been 
carried out in the central dialect in the village of Kantewu under the sponsor
ship of Hasanuddin University (Ujung Pandang), as part of the cooperative 
agreement between Indonesia's Department of Education and Culture and the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

3The mo- prefix has an allomorphic variant ma-. In addition to the simple type 
of intransitive verb represented in the chart above, there are numerous other 
kinds with other prefixation. For example: mome- 'reciprocal' (mome-tulungi 
to help each other), me- 'middle voice' (me'eka' to be afraid), mengka- 'delib
erate action' (mengka-meke to deliberately cough), etc. Similar things could 
be said of the various types of transitive verbs. 

4 In a few instances it is difficult to decide if a given clause is FOREGROUND 
or BACKGROUND (e.g. lines 13 and 14). But the overall correlation of O-FOC 
with FOREGROUND is clear by any analysis. 
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